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Presuppositions : Kr(/\;~ £\.e, c. 'L"' 

,, 
Religious knowledge is knowledge; sui generis indeed 

but still knowledge . Part company with materialist, ,posi; 
0 C C.." ~ t ' • i f'1t t.,( • Lt. \~ I "'l O'-

ti Vi St , sentimentalist. Religious questions not to be sub-

mitted to test of practical results, or to analysis of 
~\ r Ut<,,, ~\ \v J. 

language , or to issues of individual feeling. 

Three stages in acquis~tion of r ligious knowledge : 
'tt, A.(.(, w- cl..tl "' -. 

a) catechetical phase : ~ communication of the formu-

las of faith . Half understood ; absence of question; not 

organically related. Related to experience , but to exper

ience of a child . Necessity of this stage ; otherwise , a 

vacuum . There are things one is not allowed to be ignor

ant of . 

b) theological phase : lifelong phase, beginning 

with encounter of faith with develooing r eason , and with 
~ 4 I • '\ \ ltl 't. I "I ' ~ l,,. , 

unfolding problems of life itself . Cf . history of the 

Church; 11developroont of dogma" (Antioch and Alexandria) ; 

history of theology itself. To be repeated by individual 

Suo modo . 
II ~"•\"~•tt4.... 1,{I.. \•.it f Ctl{l1, i A '\~u.,Uctt Come in or go out . 11 <-r- vv• • J \ (tlC L\l t , 

c) mysti cal phase : also lifelong; vision and exper

ience~ i Gospel as 111nstrumen t of God ' s power th.at brings 

salvation to all who belie~e in it11 (Romans 1 : 16) . Dia
O..<.tt 

lactic of refl.ection and ~±ene-e, resulting i n disclo-



sure of the Way and also in Walking: "follow after Yah

weh"; "Follow me. 11 Insight into the Being of God, and 
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transformation into His image. . ~ i.JH{'"'~t~ 
,,, ~ ,\-oe.h ... 

College and ~niversity not to be concerned with first 
, '\H fu..t ~1IL• .._ 

' end third phases, but only with second. Place for acqui-

sition of methodical and critical lmowledge; for con

structing a "view," a "sustaining interpretation of that 

whic h is 11 (Oates), that will itself sustain a lifelong 

quest for completion. Only this same type of religious 

knowledge can come into question in connection with the 

university. Will suppose the "grammar" of religious faith. 

Will look to lmowledgeability in good sense. 

tions not mystical but only :intellectual. 
14'0 

'Plstteo(reasons for my prediction or hope: 

Its inten-

I. Contemporary movement toward·s unity of lmowledge. 

Some recognition of the principle itself; not an empty 

formula, or vague abstraction, or delusive will o• the 

wisp, but an accurate statement of what all institutions 

dedicated to the life of the mind are seeking to acquire 

and impart. 

This movement within larger world movement towards 

unity. So strong that it issues in false unities, of 

demonic order (under compulsions of force, violent or 

subtle). 



er. breakdown of sovereign geographical entities; 

"national state" an fllla hronism. Community of nations 
't"-" "\i..:.. l ~r {{"" " (t&. .. 

emergent ; t the coodition of effective historical action 
\ • ,. "l""'\ 

\ <l 'l)\«...t /'' · Unity is the basic human call. Unity 1n the human 

mode : in the mode of reason (justice, law) and freedom 

(love). The original datum about man and the ultimate 

task of man . 

This historical force felt in the Republic of Let-

ters . Relations between natural sciences {matmmatics), 

social sciences and humanities not now governed by spa

tial image : three parcels of real estate among which 

lines can be drawn or walls erected . No "zoning" possi-
w ~--· ,. I, 

ble. No buffer zones. ( 1tstraight and narrow path between 
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right and wrong"). Visualist thinking proper to Enlight

enment rationalism; universe of knowledge not constructed 

more geometrico, .-, \N< ,,~,,; (wt 
/ J 

Now relations conceived as organic, not additive. ) 

~ /l\A,p. . Seekers after knowledge are many, and many are the modes 

of search, but Knowledge , like Reality itself is somehow 
nl.d. 1< ... ( r..., cl~htt- ~ 

one. The "divisional" approach a pedagogic conv enience , 

but it has no sacredness. 

Natural science : quantity and measurement . 
~ rJ I' r 

ties: quality and va ue. Now science ~ one o'f 
h 4.-niu'- r cQ ~ 

Humani
'-

the human-

i ties; and a source 1of values (controversial subject, but 

a:) ~kt <i~A tl.. ' l).. cu- ~ v, aJ. · t 



controversy is good) , and a "qualifying" element in life. 

From evidence a modest conclusion: the unity of 

knowledge has once again become a problem in the intel

lectual world . I say, once again . The problem is peren

nially "there, 11 for anyone who takes seriously the pur

su 1 t of knowledge . Hence it always receives some manner 

of solution; at least one is obliged consciously to 

dismiss it, to show that it is not a problem. 

In effect, to say that it has once again become a 

problem is only to say that a particular solution of it, 

hitherto prevailing, has been undermined, if not over

turned. 

Prevailing solution derives from nineteenth century . 

Generated by impact of scientific experience . Essentially 

cumulative knowledge, in which the premium ia on origin-
V)'\ 1.., \ J J. ~ l {., I '(J ('I-.<'.', ,. 

I ality; and sense of discovery is aruys ~lose-at and. 
r 

The scientist discloses something that was never known 

before; can hope that it will be nknowledge 11 as long as 
C\.l•-0 Cl 1 "'1 \ 1 f#t \ 

our civilization endure • He can make intellectual his-

t ory, and he has. His work is there for all to see . 

Nineteenth century impressed by this kind of positive 

achievement . Sense of value of science led to sense of 

futility of philosophy. Therefore decision to liquidate 

philosophy and share out its substance among new positive 

5 



discipline s, chiefly psychology and sociology . Scien

tific age would succeed to metaphysical , as me taphysical 

had succeeded theological . 

Philosophy to end all philosophy may be called Posi-

tivism. Origins in l4th century; later, rebellion 
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against authority of Christian Churches (however conceived); 

later still, against all the major premises of human argu 

ment, 1all the traditionally guiding ideas of thought and 

life, except in so far as they are demonstrable by science . 

To positivist, truth is scientific truth. And in positi

vist concept of science scientifi~ truth t~nded to be defined 
\tt r• (1..Z:.U.>s~ 

as a mere ordering of experience . f o premises or presupposi-

tions ; certainly no teleology . Entirely detache d and ob

jective ; involves no commitment to anything that could be 

called substantive belief. 
~ ( Ut« 11< l "''4,H 

This concept now brought under i mmanent critique, \ 

f alse to the true nature of science . Argument made by 

Michael Polanyi, The Logic of Liberty (19.51) . Intricate 

argument . Thesis: "Any account of science which does not 

explicitly describe it as something we believe in is essen

tially incomplete and a false pretention . It amounts to a 

claim that science is essentially different from and super

ior to all human beliefs which are not scientif ic state

ments , and this is untrue" (p. 10) . The scientific enter-



prise, he maintains, rests on "fiduciary" premises, to 

which connnitment is made in absence of da~a of the scien-
~t u_ I f 

tific order that would adequately validate~tbe commitment . 

Again , the enterprise is purposive; but its purposes are 

slmply believed in . 
r ,Origins of critique (partly) in Mar:x1s t concept of 

I science, publicly revealed in Lysenl0 incident {1948) . Clash 

of two conceptions of "freedom" of science ( and freedom ln 

general) . Point : "Those who engage with Marxists in dis

cussion about the freedom of science must face up to this 

situation [ that 11 tbe existing body of science , or at any 

rate its fundamental beliefs , is an orthodoxy in the 
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West •••• tt (related to fact that) "our civilization is deep

l y connni tted to certain beliefs about the nature of things." 

Not Egyptians or Aztecs , but men of the West, whose freedoms 

rest on particular fiduciary premises which we hold to be 

true] . 

Hence confrontation : "The Marxists are quite near the 

truth in saying that in demanding freedom we merely seek to 

establish our own orthodoxy . The only valid objection to 

thi s is that our fundamental beliefs are not just an ortho

doxy ; they are true beliefs which we are prepared to uphold. 

This true vision happens also to open greater scope for free 

dom than other, false visions ; that is so , but in any case , 



our commitment to what we believe to te true comes first11 

(p . 28 ) o ~s : eonnn:t-tment to-pas:t t.;Lvis-t- conception o:f 

stlenc-e makes i mpossible defence of free-u.om of_ science . 

Generalize: Wolfgant Leonhard., Child of the Revolu 

tion. "West does not understand freedom; freedom is 

insight into historical necessity • 11 

},,, ~ -t,.J \:1 )\C. .... 

(contra-
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~i{ tl ti(" "I 
Point : l disso utiop 9.f ~ st tt'l{i.st ttniverse ~-fl, 1M. {O f-~ 41,o\; ._ • ( }t~~) 

dictio in adie c to) . Its con eption of unity of t th -bt'-~" , ; ru ., s c . A,W--wtl-oA. , 

Voeg.eli n : primacy ~ " ICl,~~c:( ~~:r:tt~ univocity of truth ., and of method t oo . 

~f method stands inv~stigation on its head. ,,_ I\: 
.,. ~ t,,l°l • ' l 

Conclusion: the whole problem is once again open. ~ -,h«-tf l 

1 
c...c. ~ 1 ..ic\tl ~ But--not susceptible of rapid solution or simple sou-

tion . No flight to opposite simplisms . Simplism at root 

of confused con troversy at Harvard? See in it how the 

"winds of doctrine" blow. 

Prevailing wind from the Aeolian cave of 19th cen

tury. Prof . Raphael Demos., spokesman : "Some of us teach

ers believe in taking the student to the woods and losing 

him there ; the process by which the student f:inds his way 

back constitutes his education. But in the process he may 

get confused and baffled ; there is no good education with

out some suffering . t1 

Strang e concept of education : You become civilized by 

the experience of barbarism ., by getting l ost in the woods . 

But is not the undergraduate already sufficiently in the 



/ 
woods, a barbarian? And is not "education" better con-

ceived as 11 adducationu? A leading to a goal affirmed in 

advance by all that civilization means? 

9 

Against this Fiew, a r~actiop its~lf ponfused. ft Under-
"wll \ (, ~<.<,t* 1<€ 1, {> I ...) • ti"'- I " ., 4 .. 

lying idea: unity of truth as educational goal . Then a 

sudden grasp for a traditional idea, the idea of religious 1 t<• ~'1. • 
truth as the basic principle of the unity of truth . /, ~ twi \ ~ 

But in our circumstances this is all too sudden. Pro

posal can only precipitate confusion . I shall not make it . 

I do not think that religion can today be the unifying prin

ciple of the curriculum, at Harvard or elsewhere. To posit 

the problem of the unity of truth thus is to falsify its 

actual manner of statement, as dictated by the ambient cir

cumstances of religious and intellectual disunity. 

Threefold proposal, more realistic, ta.sad on fact . 

That university recognize fact that probl~m Qf unity 
1 I ~ 

of truth has once again become actual and urgent. Not to 

be ignored, bypassed , or let go by default. This is the 

worse that could happen . 

That university recognize further fact that contention 

exists among several rival claimants to role of being the 

resolving principle of unity within the realm of truth . 

That the approach of the university to the problem 

should therefore be dialectic al, or dialogic . The claims 

of the rival claimants should be presented in argument and 



heard without prejudice . 

It is in the course of setting afoot this dialectical 

process that theology would enter the university (or re

enter it), and play there a dignified role , not as a bone 

of con ten ti on in a dogfight , but as a party to a high argu-

ment. 

I most firmly claim that Catholic Christianity is a 
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necessary part,y to such an argument . Claim laid on histor

ical grounds . Also on higher grounds of theory . Question 
J ¼61{ I • 

that faces the university is this : what is the superior (M....c~"l(i.ttu,~ 

interpretation of reality, the one that most closely approx-

imates Reality as it really is7 C tholic 
a ·.c:: 

that it is this superior interpretation ; 

Christianity/ asserts ✓ 
, rt(• /,,t, 1-<A }.~ 

that other inter- £tte'1.'1. , 

pretations are somehow truncated, in that 

aspects of Reality as it really is . 

o.icl.tkc ..._._ t 
they le ave out k"',4,y. f "- '\ «. 

l'.c.t,tJ "' tt ... 
' 

This claim is surely not undisputed . Protestant Chris-

tianity crune into being in dispute of the Catholic claim. 
1 1 

The secularist-naturalist disputes the Christian claim in 

both its forms . And more recently dialectical materialism 

has entered 1 ts Ol-m claim, in substantive dispute of all the 

claims that have been made within the context of the West . 

But nowhere are these disputants brought together; nowhere 

are their contending claims heard in open cour t . Surely 



Not to be a prize ring; or if so , some Marquis of 

Queensbury rules could be devised. 

Practical problem of curricular dispositions, profes

sorships, etc. But my point is one of principle , now to 

be seen as such in consequence of the advancing intellec-

tual history of our times, which has brought to the J ore 1. , f " ~ r tti'l _ ¼h• \ (fl,. c, ~ • .... " • ~ 1) n l ~ 
the problem of the unity of truth. Leave t he re st to the r,.,J-t 

e '« t· l\,u.. 
administrators . Vida ant consule s . 1 ... t~ flt,~ 

Jft,Jtl t-.. ~ 
,·. 1- w ,J,. ,f 
C lU I., l;/,l At.; /-t < 

"" tl1c..~ 't, '{ 

~~ ~ •
1 

h ,tr/4 
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I " .t b bk .. , ,lj ,; ',, ~ .,,_ ~"" ( fk, .,;_ t """ ~ - t« l • • \ J ~:_\' I;;,< ! ) {U., (,1 ' 
II. The~e is a second t1tie_0n-wb.i~h theology should 

ake its entrance into the university, there to play a / 

ole in intellectual life and development . I mean the 1 
41 t J e---G f a ~ ,J;: e dvfn. ----

Tb.is a.pg~ can be evolved in two ways , one more 

general , the other more immediately practical . I shall 

sketch the general argument only briefly. 

My assumption is that academic freedom is an expand

ing concept, whose history and evolution is not yet fin

ished, and whose theory is not yet complete in all respects. 
Cl11HJ ,-

The theory has been much debated. Have t quietly/ bid goodbye 

to outworn 18 th century concept, that a man has a right to 

say what he thinks simply because he thinks 

better than this revolutionary romanticism. 

Old agreement on three essential rights: 

one's own problem for investigation, to conduct research 

free from any coercive control by alien authority, and to 

teach one's subject in the light of one's own opinions. 
~ 't-

{U,t'r.J'A New l..~reement">. hat these rights are asserted within a 

community, as participations in the autonomy due to the 

community itself in view of its end. Also these riiht~t.are e,.. -tio ...._r~ ,(. ·-, 
exercised within the conditions of constraint p rope i to-~tbe 

community , again in view of its end. These constraints are 



\ 
"t~L; (J, ..... ') 

\ . ~ > ~J\ 1- \ 

4.,~ 

r. this tradition, we now see , t:( not self- authentic a ting . 
l1• lA.""'--

1=t derives its validity , and its right to impose con-
io 

straints, from the underlying spiritual reality ~ which 

:Yi/:::Qeme and for whose service it exists . This reality is 
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commonly called the Truth. . \. 1)1'n·w--' \:~v.,w>'- v ,. ( ,. wlLJ j 
t, "1.t,, a,.,, e he> "\ 

~ / 

We now see that freedom is somehow related to1 truth, 

subject of 
1 · t ' J '\;°I ' ,, Kto 5 t'AV ) 

however(muih the re~atio~phiP. may still be the 

controvers . That is not my point. The point is the new 

realization that the scholar is f ot free arbitrarily to 
t, ( 9 

contract }h~ dimensions of the~ spiritual reality tha~ authen-
t ~ ~ 0 \.. 1'4. < 

ticates hi-a tradition and, in the end, constitutes 1-:"tlr com-,. 
munity . He may not thus violate the nature of reality itself 

or tamper with the truth ~ least of all in the name of some 

time - conditioned concept of reality and truth . But this , 

we now see , is exactly what the positivist tradition did , 

as it supervened upon an older tradition and drastically 

curtailed its venerable richness . 

The basic problem of academic freedom today is to 

transcend the narrowing of the tradition of scholarship 

that ensued upon the posit
1
ivi~t contractio~ o~ the spiri-

a_ ~ l\"• \.. 1,~ c.... tA.'-tt \ hu .. 
tual reality, the truth.1'.that gives the" tradition meaning , 

and determines the kind of constraints and discipline that 

it is 



Upon the solution to this problem, upon a true liber

ality in its solution, depends the future of theology in 

the university, and perhaps the future of the university 

itself' . 

imposes 

schooled 

The present "traditi9n11 
( "received opinion") 

~,..,..,~ 
restrictions on freedom1 that the liberal mind, 

~ l If 

in ~ and more valid tradition, refuses 
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accept . This liberal mind, for instance, will not agree 

that theological tenets are to be subjected to the investi

gational criteria of an individualistic rationalism, the 

more so in that this _rationalis.m is nQw clearl1 seen to b 
C,.A "'1 MM , I ~ , fM., l J • (. tt t,,J h II t ,;. 

a time-bound concept. (Sidney Hook and leprachauns) 

Will t his expansion and enrichment of the concept of 

academic freedom take place? One cannot 

believe in progress . vvt> it-~ i.... tvti "? 1 

l--say; but on~ can ,e,,t'-W "S}l 1 
,: ti ' l (. L l L 't. .. ' 

dom . 

doms, 

~ l1 . M. I, t. • tl "'J. kct 
There is another aspe ct to the issue of academic free- l)Ct '-l"\u. 
In an earlier age this freedom, like all other free- ~-~ 

--rq,io.~cd "V 

was exclusively regarded a s a freedom from . It was 1"'\ '\ 
'U t,t') 

singly a charter of emancipation • ~ I w. • Like all freedoms, it f 1-t•'· , • . ~ t:t:u~ . , 
still is that; the notion of immunity is inheren t in the t u,b . ,J t'(/-t'"' 

concept of f r eedom . But nowadays there is more of a dis

position to regard freedom in general in its positive aspect, 

as an empowerment, a freedom f or , a charter of purpose . (De

velopment consequent on more profound discussion of question: 

Why freedom?) 

lo 

'\\tW 



This leads me to an idea developed on another occas

sion (University of Michigan) . 

15 



First, I venture to assert that the university is 

committed to the task of putting an end, as far as it 

can, to intellectual savagery in all its forms, includ

ing a ma jor current form , which is the savagery of the 

American student (perhaps the professor?) who in all mat

ters religious and theological is an untutored child of 

the intellectual wilderness . Again , the university i s 

committed to the task of putting an end to prejudice 

based on ignorance, by helping to banish the i gnorance . 
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Unless indeed the university wishes to commit itsell' to ~y,\i..~ ... 
the prejudice that religious knowledge is really ignorance . ~\ ~"' 1 ..,._., . 

V'- L,l, w'"\ The assertion I chiefly wish to venture, however , is .,-t fJ .) 
IA,"- ""' ~ 

~t.0- (n l 1\.l.A that the university is committed to its students and to ~, 

their freedom to l e arn . Its students are not abstractions . 

And whatever may 'e the university ' s duty (or right , or 

privilege , or sin) of noncommittalism, the fact is that 

many of its students are religiously committed. To put 

it concretely, they believe in God . Or to put it even more 

concre tely, they are Protestants , Catholics, Jews . The 

university as such has n o right to judge the validity of 

any of the se commitments , so called . Simil arly, i t has no 

right to ignore the fact of these commitments , much less 

to require that-- for the space, say, of four years--its 

students should be content to become scientif ic naturalists 



within the university, whatever else they, somewhat schizo

phrenically, may choose to be outside its walls . 
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The major issue here is the student's freedom to 

learn--to explore the fullintellectual dimensions of the 

religious faith to which he is connnitted. He comes to 

college with the 11 fa1 th of the charcoal burner, 11 of course. 

And it is the right of the university to require that his 

quest of religious knowledge should be pursued in the uni

versity style--under properly qualified professors , in 

courses of high academic content, in accordance with the 

best methods of theological scholarship, and so. But this 

right of the university should itself conspire with the 

student's O"WI'l freedom to learn, so as to create the academic 

empowerment that is presently almost wholly lacking. Your 

college and university student is academically empowered to 

grow in all the dimensions of knowledge--except the dimen

sion of religious knowledge. 

What is the formula for translating the student's free

dom to leam about bis religious faith into a genuine empower

ment? The question would have to be argued; and it might 

not be possible to devise a uniformly app licable formula . 

Whatever the concrete formula may be, it must reckon 

with the factual pluralism of American society, in so far as 

this pluralism is real and not illusory. There can be no 



,\ 

question of any bogus irenicism or of the submergence 

of religious differences in a vague haze of "fellowship. " 

It is not, and cannot be , the function of the university 
1' \ l ' 

to reduce modern kpluralism to unity . However , it might 

be that the university could make some contribution to a 

qui t e different task--namely, the reduction of modern 

pluralism to intelligibility . 

This is an intellectual task. It bears upon the 

clarification of the pluralism itself . The Protestant 

charcoal burner today knows well enough that he differs 

from the Catholic charcoal burner, and vice versa. But it 

is not so certain that either could say why , in any articu

late fashion. And if one or the other should undertake to 

give reasons , the y would probably be mistaken , or distorted, 

or unclear , or even irrelevant . Anyone who bas attended 
t~ .... -· \J 

J\-"~, ~t'(, a run-of- the -mill college 11bull session" will lmow this . 
~~ \; '\ 

~\' ...- \ h"" '-{ From this poi nt of view I wo uld spa cify two general 
\ )\.;."- "'" ;>fll' ._. ~ fJ academic objectives that a college or university could 
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,JVI 1 ·~c>"\:~ legitimately aim at in the field of religious knowledge as 
-\~ -S' ... ..:.. .,, 

oJ" ->-\. a. its contribution to a clarification of the problem of plural-, ' v--' 
•t.'-'- ,_ u 'c.'-' ~ ism. 'lLt Alt 't ,t ~ iiJ 1dlt;l t.6 '-t. \)..,.1.." .... 
\f• •'-r V" 

i-..·· ,, The first is a genuine understanding of the epistemol-

ogy of religious truth--or , if you 'Will , of the nature of 

religious faith . It is precisely here that modern p l ural

ism has its roots . Karl Barth was making the point when he 



said, in effect, that it is no use discussing the question 

whether we believe in common certain article s of the creed 

when we are in radical disagreement on the question , what 

is the meaning of the word with which the creed begins , 

"Credo . " It is in consequence of this radical disagreement 

that Catholicism and Pr otestantism appear as , and are , 

systems of belief that bear to each other only an analogi-

cal relationship. That is to say, they are somewhat the 
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same, and totally different. One would expect the mature 

Catholic and Protestant mind to understand this fact, which {tli (. 
L i,Lt l , C a.«u-. t.,, Cech 

takes a bit of understanding . UJ ~ 1 '-t. ·, .l" ,i L(t.u,"1>c½ ... 

The second understanding - -and academic objectives can 

be stated only in terms of understanding- -would be of the 

systems of beliefk precisely as systems, in their inner 

organic consistency (whatever it may be) , and 1n their rela

tion to other areas of human knowledge (in so far as these 

relations are intellectually discemible) . 

These two objectives are not unworthy of an institution 

of higher learning. They also coincide with the objectives 

that the student should be made free to reach . If he did 

reach them, he would be on eme r gence from college less a 

rustic than when he entered . And would not his college 

gently rejoice? The preservation of rusticities can hardly 

rank high among the preoccupations of the college dean . 

-



When considered in terms of these two objectives , 

the pr actical difficulties appear less formidable than 

they are sow~times thought to be . There may indeed be 

some three hundred religious bodies in Americ a . But 

t here are not that many 11styles 11 of religious oolief. 
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In 
ttii t.W. ~ 

fact, there are generically nly three--the Protestant, kt~ ~ 1 J..H~ ,, 
M t' ; /l vP ' ,I ., t I -:::- ., I ~t."""' . 

the Catholic, and the Jewish. They are radically differ- , Jt·'t: 
i,t,.C I"{ f w ~ 

ent "styles" and no one of them is reducible, or perhaps 

even comparable , to any of the others. And in each case 

the style of the epistemology is related to the structure 

of the theology (or possibly to the absence of a theology). 

The academic content of possible courses would be no 

great prob l em, except as it involves selection from a wealth 

of materials . The Catholic theological tradition is a 

treasury that even lifelong study cannot exhaust. Judaism 

has its leaming , rich and venerable. And today the Pro

testant has the task of assimilating the already great, and 

still growing, body of ecumenical theology . No college or 

university should have to worry about its ooademic standards 

if it were to turn its students loose, under expert guidance , 

into these three great storehouses of thought . 



III . If the American university could help in some 

way tp reduce the pluralism of our .,society to intelligi-
t U \,. I I ~ ~ i,_+ \ fl,, J ,t I l {:. 4. 4' 

biliuy, this would be greatly to the public advantage of 

free society . The reason is that it would help to lift 

the level and to improve the quality of public argument 

on issues that matter greatly to the political Republic. 

Voegelin' s thesis: the origin of pluralistic society : 

"bas received its structure through wars , and these wars 

are still going on. 11 Q;flt J 1> f-i.o"l.,Vl. 

This religious warfare is not to the public 
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Effort needs to be made to transform it , if at all possible, 

into reasoned argument, when it touches three areas of pub

lic argument : public affairs in political sense , affairs 

of commonwealth, social consensus. 

On intellectual level, experience of pluralist society 

is that of confusion . Not disagreement or agreement . No 

com.~on universe of discourse . No understanding across the 

borders of variant universes . Diverse ~ental equivalents 

attach to all the words in which the affairs of the common

wealth , and especially consensus , must finally be discussed: 

truth , freedom, justice, prudence , order, law, authority , 

power , knowledge , certainty, peace, unity, virtue, history, 

100rality, religion, God. 

-
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On deeper level of affectivity, experience of aliena

tion, consequen t on diversity of styles of inner life . Con

flict of forces that ar e passionate as well as intel lectual . 

(h,l l-0\.t-"':. • I dle to pretend that religion is not a public affair , 
!,.CJ 

'\\4,,,LJ that it doe s not relate to the affairs of the commonwealth , 

\\-ic.. that it is not directly involved in problem of consensus . 
""'-' 

' ttV--'" • l "'-''" If the variant styles of religious belief could achieve • . 6,\-(J., 

ll~tt a dialectical relation ship within the Republic of Letters , 
~ 

and if thei r variant contents could be ass imilated in method-

ical and theological manner by the parties to the religious 

argument, there would be some hope of improvement in public 

argument in the political Republic . Closer to image of civil 

society: "men locked together in argument . 11 

Our age not "organic" but "critical . " The questions 

that are being asked go deep , to the bases of human existence . 

All related to the problem of the nature and destiny of man. 

What is the rank of man within the order of being, if 

there is an order of being? Is the nature of man simply con

tinuous with the nature of the cosmic universe , to be under

stood in terms of its laws, whatever they may be? Or is there 

a discontinuity between man and the rest of nature, in conse

quence of the fact that the nature of man is spiritual in a 

unique sense? What is man ' s destiny, his sunnnum bonum? Is 

it to be found and fulfilled within terrestrial history or 
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does it lie beyond time in "another world"? What is the 

"sense"of history, its direction and meaning and finality? 

Or is the category of 11finality 11 meaningless? What can a 

man lmow? What do you mean when you say, "I know11 ? What 

manner of certitude or certainty attaches to human knowledge? 

Is knowledge a univocal term or are there diverse modes and 

degrees of knowledge, discontinuous one from another? Can 

man ' s knowledge--and also his love- -reach to realities that 

are transcendent to the world of matter, space, and time? 

Is there a God? 'What is God--a Person, a Power, or simply 

a projection of man ' s own consciousness? Does God· have a 

care for man? Has God entered the world of human history, 

there to accomplish a "redemption"? Is the theological con

cept of 11salvation 11 only a reassuring ambiguity? Or has it 

a content that is at once mysterious and intelligible? Is 

it a hope or an illusion? 

All these questions , and others related to them, con

cern the essentials of human existence. The multiplicity 

of answers to them, and of ways of refusing them, is in gen

eral wba t we mean by modern pluralism. Integral to the 

pluralism is the agnostic view that 1t · 1s useless or illegit

imate even to ask questions that are Ultimate . 

Function of university not messianic; but it could be 

real, if minimal . Help its students to see the stru.cture 

• 



of the argument about these basic issues . Invite them 

to join, in orderly fashion, the high discourse that has 

for ages been held by civilized men ai these always unfin

ished themes . 

Would not again give substance to etymological sense 

of its own name: "unum versus . 11 This is impossible 1n 

a time of ncrisis" in Johan,nine sense . But it could help 
.(}. :)J._ A J;t .t tf 1.1 t 

to make the crisis understandable. 'l!h±s- wou.1<L...QLlhe !llnc,..-

..tlon-o f _ tbe--o logy in- -the uni VJU?.Si t y of tfie---rutu-Pe... ~ 

~,, { L • \tuA< h \ .A,\,U, U t,f ;, f 1 f' \..., t ~ ·<l \ '\l L ' { 

i L~ L i k , \ 1l 1, t l. ( lt" 1 tl: 1 
( t "" • Q,.c, 

~IL,/ IMA< '<-J . \ .,(,(M. Ll,f) t...._ lt-t'j'. 



Theme invites speculations; might as well be bold. 

Hence I venture three (predictions or bopes?)-

1) Theology will claim a valid place in the uni- ~ • { '1' 

versi ty of the future ; ~ <: ow>' 'r'"~ t..... 'I 11 .... u, · <. 'i.v.J l ~rt6{. f(.cM ;I-
~, MA,\. 1-\ 'I r,t /41."- ll:; i ,hJ<».. 

\
4 2) Attempt ,to define! the ~ t'_:-~m; L ✓.L«l"'-uu. t. 

( I I • / ·t I I • * ~ • ' [ ~"- J... 
in order validly -to claim a place; (A,c,J..•tM.~ ~ <P~ •( ~ f" .. t.,._ 

~• v- I .,.._ ,, \ k r "' ~ ~ { 'I/ ~ 
3) This development will be for the public advan- ~( {· / · 

. i. P"- {c,, - l(lj k4. L \. 

tage in tbe tree society of the future. 
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